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Executive summary:
My Learning and Teaching for Sustainability Fellowship observed that sustainability was still
considered as marginal in design, often added on as ‘eco-’ whilst maintaining the status
quo of industrialisation, perpetuating a cycle of rapid consumption and obsolescence. In
order to embed sustainability as the main guiding principle in design education, I proposed
Designing Re-Connectedness as a framework that incorporated six spheres: environmental,
social, economic, technological, political, spiritual dimensions during my 2014 Fellowship.
This framework aimed to develop students’ understanding of the inter-relationship of these
dimensions in their design approaches to achieve a key criteria in RMIT’s ‘Environmentally
aware and responsible graduate attribute’. This framework has since been applied and
evaluated in two design courses during 2015 – communication design and industrial design
in DSC – and identified potential contribution and limitation in Learning and Teaching for
Sustainability. The first section of this report summarises this evaluation and analysis.
Broad exposure and dissemination of the LTfS 2014 report through Design for Social
Innovation and Sustainability (DESIS) Melbourne network opened up a number of
opportunities: new industry partner CityLab and strengthened existing partnership with Oxfam;
and gathered interest from a wider range of design educators from the School of Architecture
and Design, and Media and Communication at RMIT University, Swinburne, Monash, UNSW,
UTS, University of Western Sydney and the Victorian Eco-Innovation Lab at Melbourne
University. Such opportunities enabled two further tasks undertaken during 2015 Fellowship: A
new design course and curriculum with CityLab and Victorian Eco-Innovation Lab to envision
a Sustainable 2040; Workshop with various design educators to compare approaches to
teaching sustainability and generate a discursive forum for knowledge sharing

The report thus summarises three key outcomes:
1) Implementation and evaluation of the six-spheres of sustainability framework (pp. 3-20)
2) Description and findings from CityLab Studio (pp. 21-28)
3) Workshop with design educators in Melbourne and Sydney (pp. 29-35)
Outcomes from this 2015 Fellowship has been shared via several avenues:
1. Downloadable PDF of 2014 and 2015 LTfS report on DESIS-Lab Melbourne website
2. Selection of best student work from CityLab posted on DESIS-Lab Melbourne website
3. Paper presented at peer-reviewed design conference, Unmaking Waste 2015, Adelaide
4. Public presentation at LINK Festival 2015, Federation Square
5. Presentation to various tertiary design educators in Melbourne and Sydney
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1) Implementation and
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1) Implementation and evaluation of
the six-spheres of sustainability
framework

not a religious framework, but a form of self-awareness,
self-development and mindfulness nurtured in the everyday encounters of the world. Terms like ‘growth’, ‘being’
and ‘becoming’ (Inayatullah 2009; Ingold & Gatt, 2013)
emerges in this sphere, where sustainability is seen as a

This section gives succinct accounts of teaching sustain-

personal journey and learning process instead of an ideal

ability in Industrial Design and Communication Design in

fixed set of goals and outcomes (Tovey, 2009).

Design and Social Context, RMIT, and specifically, it evaluates how the six-spheres of sustainability framework was
implemented and evaluated.

Sustainability Trends (Industrial Design)

The six spheres is a framework that combines six dimen-

‘Sustainability Trends’ is a course taught by Dr Juan Sanin

sions – social, political, economic, environmental, tech-

in Design Ecologies (www1.rmit.edu.au/courses/004588 )

nological, and spiritual – as they are continually repeated

in Semester 1 2015. It is nested within a program offered

in literature but in different ways. Each of these spheres

by RMIT’s Bachelor of Industrial Design that explores

are interrelated, influence one another, and cannot be

‘various theories and practices of design for sustainability’

isolated or segregated, which the diagram visualises (see

by ‘critically questioning tacit and presumed notions of

the six-sphere diagram on p. 3). The social, economic and

use, utility, production and consumption’. Within this pro-

environmental spheres carry over from the triple bottom

gram, Sustainability Trends teaches design students how

line, however these are suggested as overlapping and

to undertake empirical research by developing critical and

connected with all other spheres.

reflexive thinking and apply inductive analysis of observed
trends in society to identify principles related to the notion

The economic sphere includes alternative and sharing

of sustainability. As part of their learning, students study

economies such as peer-to-peer transactions and time

how sustainability is theoretically discussed in literature

banking that bridge towards the social sphere. From the

and how to apply this understanding in their everyday

concern for conservation of biological and ecological

experiences through designing products, services, and

systems, the environmental sphere also draws upon an

systems. The six-spheres of sustainability was used as a

evolving history of consideration in design to the point

framework and translated into several in-class exercises.

where it attempts to dematerialise what is designed. This
again links towards the economic and social spheres

Students in Industrial Design already had a design ed-

through sharing economies. The social sphere includes

ucation based on industrialised model of technological

key ideas of equity, health, education, social cohesion,

production, so many were exposed to the notion of sus-

well-being, community and self-determination.

tainability through the commonly heard framework, ‘Triple
Bottom Line’ (environment, society and economy) that

The political sphere encompasses democracy, struc-

emphasized sustainable socio-economic development to-

tures of power, governance at state, national and global

gether with conservation of resources. They were familiar

scales as well as the personal scale as activist, mediator

with social marketing campaigns and commercial initia-

or promoter of political ideologies, knowingly or unknow-

tives such as Fair Trade. Despite being familiar with Triple

ingly. Participation and advocacy are also features of

Bottom Line, most students were not aware of how their

this sphere. The technological sphere encompasses

practices as industrial designers was related to or could

tools and manipulation of materials. It acknowledges

have a positive impact on society or the economy. This

the fundamental historical link between design, mass

can be reasoned by their training and emphasis in design

production and planned obsolescence. However the

that fixates on objects, artefacts and industrial products.

democratisation of technology brings the scale back

Even though some students had nominal understanding

down from mass production to cultures of making locally

about movements in design such as social design, design

and the re-emergence of craft. The spiritual sphere is

for social innovation and human-centred design that at-

tempts to make changes to the world in more considered

Understanding six spheres of sustainability through

ways, this did not extend into informing how design can

specific examples

contribute to sustainability.
As a way to help the students’ understanding, each
As such, the six-spheres of sustainability framework that

of the six spheres was discussed in depth in terms of

included political and spiritual sustainability was inevita-

challenges and strategies. Challenges identified barriers

bly harder to understand. Most students took political to

and symptoms that characterised obstacles in achieving

mean what governments do only, and the spiritual was

sustainable outcomes in each sphere, and in contrast,

misunderstood as being about religion.

strategies identified possibilities to overcome them (see
Fig. 1). For example, challenges observed in the political

It was difficult to find reading materials

sphere associated passive and irresponsible citizens as

that could change the students’ perspec-

well as politicians who were often accomplices to unsus-

tive towards understanding the political

tainable development. On the other hand, students also

and spiritual dimensions, and I referred

discerned emerging social movements such as anti-con-

to classic examples such as social activ-

sumerist activism, culture-jamming advertisements and

ism, yoga and vegetarianism to explain

organisations like Greenpeace as political strategies to-

them (Juan: Lecturer)

wards sustainability. This problem-solution paradigm, so
familiar to designers, helped students to make sense of

Both of these spheres were perceived as completely unre-

each sphere to step into a more complex view of sustain-

lated to design. The six-spheres of sustainability frame-

ability. Undertaking this exercise also enabled students

work seemed to assert a view of an ideal, possibly utopic

to gradually realise how the spheres were connected and

state of connection between the environment, society, the

entangled, and to hold all of them in view without isolating

economy, technology, spirituality and politics. This made

each one.

it harder and complex for students to understand.
Although many of them were enthusiastic
I found it extremely difficult to explain the

about the research process, this enthusi-

holistic approach to sustainability without

asm was more related to the novelty of the

making use of concrete examples, some-

methods and sources (magazines, social

thing I found frustrating because it dimin-

media, marketplaces) and less to do with

ished the conceptual framework behind

the topics (each of the six spheres). And al-

the approach and reduced it to specific

though I tried to elaborate teaching materi-

cases. (Juan: Lecturer)

als and run learning activities explaining the
definition of each sphere, these definitions

As stated in the Designing Future Designers report (Akama

were seen more as instructions to explain

et al 2015), the six-spheres of sustainability challenges

what to look for when collecting data, rather

limited or partial views of this complex issue, and the

than statements, arguments or narratives

framework also challenges dominant and traditional
approaches in design and design education. Three nota-

.

explaining a series of entanglements in the
world that surround us. (Juan: Lecturer)

ble observations are summarized below to evaluate the
Learning & Teaching outcomes.
For example the Fair Trade movement bridges economical, social and political spheres and arguably cannot
be separated into the social sphere alone. However, for
the purpose of analysis, each example was categorised
according to the main challenges addressed and / or
the mechanisms that were used to achieve the stated
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Fig. 1 Definitions of each sphere presented to students

Fig. 2: An example of a student that documented the six spheres of sustainability in audio-visual media
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objective. From here, a class-task was established which
formed part of their assessment. Students were asked to
find one strategy related to each sphere and to locate this
from Australian newspapers (print and online), design
and lifestyle magazines (printed), audio-visual media (eg.
television, movies and documentaries), social networking
sites (especially those working through hash-tags), and
the marketplace (mainly commercial products, services
and different forms of marketing). Once these were located, the students were asked to fill out an A5 template
to summarise their findings with a title, image, 150 word
description in response to what, where, who and how
each strategy manifested for each sphere (Fig. 2).
This stage involved a group of 16 students
and undertaken over 5 weeks. The template
helped the group work because students

of sustainability that entangled all six spheres, they

in the same group usually have diverse

were taught how to apply inductive analysis to identify

cultural backgrounds, personal interests

micro-trends (or ‘trend drivers’) from the 480 collectively

and schedules, for which data collection is

shared examples. Group activities using paper templates

done mainly individually. This individuality

(See Fig. 3) helped the students learn how to undertake

increases the risk of ending up with infor-

inductive analysis to make broader generalizations

mation that is fragmented, analysed from

based on specific observations. Sticky notes were

different perspectives, extremely diverse

created to distil a ‘trend driver’ from their A5 summary

and unreliable for identifying patterns or

and these were placed into the column of the relevant

drawing conclusions. (Juan: Lecturer)

sphere. For example, some trend drivers was to ‘shop
local’, or ‘reduce landfill’. These sticky notes – a common workshop tool in design that enables democratic

This translation of an abstract notion like ‘spirituality’ or

participation – enabled flexibility and re-categorisation

‘politics’ into something ‘real’, tangible and evidenced

through further comparison and negotiation. Each

further assisted students’ understanding of each sphere.

row was then organized into broad generalization that

This exercise resulted in 480 shared examples, owing to

assisted students to hypothesise ‘sustainability trends’

the number of students and their cultural background

evidenced from their research. Students displayed a

(local, exchange and international students), indicating

sense of achievement and surprise when these tasks

a great variety and quantity from which they could begin

were accomplished, perhaps owing to their ability to

to analyse sustainable trends in society.

develop skills in critical analysis and see emerging patterns of sustainability in society. Arguably, such skills are
a vital part of a design process, however, it might be less

Inductive analysis of sustainability

emphasised compared to creative and generative skills in
design education.

Evidencing manifestation of sustainability in these everyday examples enabled students to have a greater grasp
of the six spheres. This is a shift from abstract theory
to concrete practice, helping them relate vague and slippery concepts into something relevant, immediate and
familiar. To further augment their understanding

Fig. 3 Instructions, tools and outcome from the inductive analysis process

Transformational learning experience

Ideas of ‘new’ and ‘hard’ technology that once dominated their impression of sustainability transformed to

Reflecting on this course, many students shared what

see the revival of traditional crafts or DIY techniques as

can be considered a transformational learning experi-

part of social changes towards sustainability. Similarly,

ence. This transformation was observed in two ways:

they became aware of the relationships between urban

a) expansion of their understanding of sustainability as

farming or organic food and the environment. This way

designers; and b) a sense of self-awareness (personal

of generating content through finding case studies and

realization) of their place in the world.

examples of the six spheres – manifested in media
and language they were familiar with in their every-day

The first transformation indicates how the students

context – assisted them in taking ownership and making

broadened their understanding of sustainability beyond

it student-centred. Arguably, this approach and the

environmental issues. Before, it was limited to depletion

methods that were used was more effective in progress-

of resources and the impact of industrial production

ing their understanding than relying solely on published

processes and so they saw design’s role was to address

academic papers, hand-outs or lectures by the teacher.

these issues via renewable materials and energies, recycling, use of reclaimed materials, etc. This observation

The second transformation describes a self-discov-

echoes the findings from the Designing Future Designers

ery and personal learning process where the students

report (Akama et al. 2014) that described a limited,

became aware that sustainability is about connections

environmental-focused understanding of sustainability in

and relationships of the six dimensions. Their accounts

general design education. However the students attest

of self-awareness are not stated from the point of view

their increased understanding of the other spheres of

of being designers, but also include their personal role

sustainability as a result of their learning experience.

and impact in their everyday life. In other words, rather
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than seeing sustainability as something distant, objective and ‘out there’ to be studied, this indicates how their
understanding was mutually helping their personal de-

The learning experiences reported by stu-

velopment where some saw sustainability as a personal

dents are very interesting. If the objective of

way of living. This is the spiritual dimension of the six

the Designing Re-Connectedness framework

spheres manifesting – a dimension that students initially

is to ‘design future designers’ I would say

found challenging to comprehend at the start of this

that through Sustainability Trends class, this

course. Designing Future Designers describe the spiritual

objective was partly achieved. At the end,

dimension not as a religious framework but ‘a form of

the trend report presented by students, and

self-awareness, self-development and a mindfulness that

the research conducted in order to elaborate

is nurtured in the every-day encounters of the world. It is

those reports can be considered as platforms

a turn “inwards” that reflects, questions current state of

(or opportunities) where students became

being and examines inner process of development’ (Aka-

aware of their role as designers in and of the

ma et al, 2014:10). When before the spiritual and political

world. (Juan: Lecturer)

dimensions were harder to understand and recognize
their relationship to design, later, it was very common to
hear students talking and presenting examples on political and spiritual sustainability and many trend reports
had spirituality as its main trend driver.

Design for Social Change (Communication Design)

Students in Communication Design had limited exposure
on the topic of sustainability. Whilst they saw this as an
important issue, debated frequently by political and opinion leaders in media, sustainability featured in their design
education through using recycled paper and soy-based
inks, in other words, in their consideration of the materials
of design. Several students wanted to be sustainable,
which translated in their choice of being vegetarian or
buying organic food whenever possible, but beyond this,
they found it difficult in relating to the global climate
change issue.
The six-spheres of sustainability was integrated into the
course to assist students’ understanding of the com-

Design for Social Change is a vertically-integrated studio

plexity of sustainability, by addressing environmental,

(i.e. 2nd and 3rd years elected subject) offered in the

social, economic, technological, political and spiritual

Communication Design program. It was taught by Yoko

dimensions. Its aim was to help students design commu-

Akama and Tania Ivanka in Semester 1, 2015 as a Work

nication strategies to engage young people in Australia

Integrated Learning (WIL) course to incorporate ‘real

on issues on climate change and food security, and to

world’ contexts in industry and social concerns in the

encourage young people to participate in various initia-

student learning experience. Design for Social Change

tives. Learning testimonials written by students at the end

partnered with Tida Tippapart, Design for Change co-ordi-

of the course, demonstrate that the framework improved

nator from Oxfam Australia to develop communication

their analytical and creative skills as designers, and ex-

strategies to create awareness on climate change and

panded their understanding of sustainability beyond their

food security among young Australians. Oxfam were

previous limited application.

struggling in effectively engaging with this disinterested
sector of the Australian public. Their direct input throughout the course assisted students acclimatise to this

Every-day perspectives on climate change and food

issue. For example, representatives from Oxfam gave a

security

broad overview of their current campaigns on climate
change and food security. Videos of those who Oxfam

In order to understand perspectives, concerns and barri-

supports were shown in class, such as Ursula from the

ers for young people to engage with difficult issues like

Carteret Islands (Fig. 4); Sahena from Bangladesh; or

climate change and food security, the students undertook

Martina from Uganda.

open-ended interviews with members of their family,
acquaintances, neighbours and peers between 18-25 year
olds. Insights from this research were shared during class
and collated into five persona archetypes (see Fig. 5),
grouped according to young people’s lack of awareness
– conflicted, disinterested, distracted, semi-aware, and
unaware. This approach ensured that they helped Oxfam
avoid preaching to the converted, and instead, provided
strategies that targeted a specific group of people that
Oxfam were struggling to engage in their campaigns.
By foregrounding the reasons for people’s disengagement, disinterest, confusion and unawareness, it helped

Fig. 4: One of the videos shown in class to illustrate the OXFAM’s work. Ursula – Carteret Islands

students to also be empathetic – they were often feeling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XDHMgqlcEU
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Fig. 5: An example of a semi-aware persona

the same way as well. Furthermore, they understood that

Understanding six spheres of sustainability through

providing more facts and information on climate change

case studies

and food security was not the solution, and that there
were other social, cultural and economical barriers to

The six spheres framework was introduced to students

people’s changes in behaviour. For example, a confused

in conjunction with presenting existing case studies. Pro-

persona suggested that some were aware of the serious-

jects such as Landfill Harmonic (Fig. 6), Plant Friend (Fig.

ness of climate change and food security, however, they

7), or Eat Friendly were chosen to explain each sphere in

didn’t know what actions they could take in their daily

detail and how they were inter-connected. This prompted

lives, whose advice and information to trust, and what

students to find more examples locally and internation-

difference they could make at a global level. For another

ally, enabling them to learn from what has been done,

disengaged persona, their busy social, work and family

be inspired by such case studies, and use these as fuel

life meant that they were often time and information poor,

for generating new ideas. For many, the social, environ-

and any changes to their behaviour such as buying locally,

mental and economical spheres were easier to analyse

taking the public transport or eating seasonable fruit and

compared to the other technological, political and spiritual

vegetables were perceived as an inconvenience. As these

spheres. In these instances, small group discussions

examples illustrate, persona as a method crystallised

helped students identify how some dimensions featured

the students’ awareness of the barriers for action, and in

strongly or obliquely, and in turn, help students make

turn, informed their own understanding of the issues and

sense of sustainability that keeps all six spheres in view.

possible avenues for design exploration.

The framework was used as a reference and visual template to further develop their research skills (Fig. 5).
I learned first hand that using the six spheres
as an analytical tool is great way to provoke
different responses or find gaps in your strategy. (John: Student)

Fig. 6: Landfill Harmonic – A project where a Paraguayan community creates musical instruments using discarded materials https://vimeo.com/52711779

Fig. 7: Plant friend – Project developed by students of the Copenhagen Institute of Interaction Design to create emotional bounds between children and nature through growing
plants http://ciid.dk/education/portfolio/idp13/courses/physical-computing/projects/plant-friend/
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Fig. 8: Analysis of case studies made by students using the framework of the six spheres

Fig. 9: An example of sketchnoting made by ‘Tana’ and published in the blog Sketchnote Army
http://sketchnotearmy.com/blog/2015/8/21/republica-15-in-berlin-tanja-wehr.html

Visual thinking

Visual disclosure can allow the discovery of new meaning
and engender possibility (Vaughan & Akama 2009). Map-

Visual communication and literacy is one of the core skills

ping, for example can be agents in uncovering realities

for communication designers. As a way to develop this

that could not previously be seen or imagined; ‘there are

skill, visualisations featured strongly in Design for Social

some phenomena that can only achieve visibility through

Change by introducing ‘sketchnoting’, storyboarding and

representation [rather] than through direct experience…

mapping exercises. Sketchnoting was introduced in week

mapping engenders new and meaningful relationships

1 of the course to develop the students’ practice in using

among otherwise disparate parts (Corner 1999: 229).

diagramming as a way of thinking through and under-

Sketchnoting and other visual techniques were used as

standing complex information (Fig. 9). Sketchnoting and

methods for analysing information, documenting case

visual thinking is a method of using words and images to-

studies and expressing their ideas.

gether to make visual and verbal connections in the brain
and is said to enable improved understanding and recall

The six spheres, represented as a visual diagram, further

of information/knowledge (Roam 2011; Rohde 2013).

assisted the students’ critical thinking and analysis.
These are reflected in the student journals, demonstrating how some used the visual framework to notate and

My aim was to help students move beyond

organize class notes (Fig. 8, 10).

using just words in mapping or ideation exercise and help further develop their skills as
visual communicators. (Tania: Lecturer)

A good place to start is to think about the
six spheres that help to put the problem in
perspective, and gives a place to begin the
de-cluttering. (Nataly: Student)

Fig. 10: Notes taken in class using the framework of the six spheres.
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Learning through reflective practice

readings / other people, and if so how? If not, why? (refer
to red note as above). Can you make changes to benefit

Reflection was an important skill and class exercise to

other students / peers / people? What understandings

help students make sense and learn from what they have

have you challenged to create new ways of understand-

heard and done, often in response to lectures, feedback

ing something? What’s changed about the way you think

from assessment and evaluation of their work-in-progress.

now?

Reflective practice was introduced to class as a written
exercise, using the template shown and was undertaken

A template facilitated their reflective practice, prompted

frequently.

by a series of questions (Fig. 11). As well as using these
templates, students were encouraged to keep a reflective

Reflective practice was framed using a model based on

journal, undertake peer-reviews by providing constructive

the 4 R’s:

feedback, and reflect on their processual work in relation
to their evolving understanding of sustainability, climate

1. Reporting and Responding: Report what happened or

change and food security. The six spheres further assisted

what the issue or critical incident involved. These ‘critical

their reflection as a way to analyse and critique dimen-

incidents’ can be a challenge, a curiosity, a surprise, a

sions of their communication strategy, for example, to

shock, a realisation, a confusion. Try and observe it and

highlight the political, technological and spiritual dimen-

note it down. Why do you think its relevant? Respond to

sions they could consider.

the incident or issue by making observations, expressing
your opinion, or asking questions.
2. Relating: How does it relate to you? Make a connection
between the incident or issue and your own skills, experience, feelings, aspirations and your research topic. Have
I seen / felt this before, or is it a radically new thing? Why?
Were the conditions the same or different? Ask if you have
the skills, knowledge, experience or emotional capacity to
deal with this, and explain why. What does this tell about
yourself?
3. Reasoning: Highlight in detail significant factors underlying the incident or issue. Explain and show why they are
important to an understanding of the incident or issue.
Refer to relevant theory and literature to support your reasoning – what have others said about something similar?
Consider different perspectives. (anything/readings from
the course eg: site visits, guest speakers, links to reading
on brief, anything we have shared, anything you have
found eg case studies etc.) How would a knowledgeable
person perceive / handle this?
4. Reconstructing: Reframe or reconstruct how you will
do it differently next time. What might work and why? Are
there different options – can you see them? Ask, ‘what
might happen if…?’ Are your ideas supported by theory /

Fig. 11: Template used to facilitate the process of reflective thinking.

Fig. 12: An example of the six spheres diagram being used to generate communication strategy

My strategy uses the spheres like this: it
By using the six spheres diagram as a template for

begins by gaining the persona’s interests and

reflexive thinking, students transformed the framework

emotional connection with food (spiritual),

into a tool that helped them improve their communication

how to work with food (technological) then

strategies. Some students were able to develop various

teaches them about segments of food secu-

design strategies and their own approach to design for

rity and climate change (political), gives them

sustainability (Fig. 12). Other students used the frame-

the opportunity to interact with other people

work to make sense of the assignment and the issues

during food-making (social), shows them the

they should address in their strategies. And others used it

impact they made to the issue (environmen-

as a tool for evaluating their strategies from the perspec-

tal and economical) and finally promotes

tive of the six spheres, and subsequently, for undertaking

them to do something about the issue

improvements by strengthening aspects that had been

(political). (Jennifer: Student)

overlooked. These demonstrate the potentials that the
six spheres framework has as a tool for reflexive thinking,
which were encouraged by the lecturers.
In high school I studied a business manageCommencing my strategy planning was

ment subject where we learned about the

overwhelming, having gathered so much

triple bottom line – social, environmental,

information already and presented with many

financial. The six spheres basically offer an

heavy issues, I felt the need to address as

extension of this mainstream business rule,

much of this as possible. My initial strategy

providing a more detailed exploration of dif-

was complicated and unrealistic. I was trying

ferent ways that a service may interact with

to solve too much and assuming that it would

its surroundings. (John: Student)

work the way I had planned. (Shelby: Student)
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Transformational learning experience

Oxfam letter by Tida Tippapart
(Design for Change Co-ordinator):

By adopting a human-centred perspective and developing
empathy for the barriers many young Australians face,

“Tackling a design brief focused on climate change and food

the students’ learning testimonials evidence how the

security is not an easy task, and I felt that the brief had very

six-sphere framework expanded their understanding of

complex and difficult concepts to grapple with. For many of

sustainability and clarified how they could incorporate

the students this brief was the first time they were asked to

sustainable principles in their own design practice. The

approach an aid and development issue through the lens of

transformation has been significant. At the start of the

design. Yet, seeing how RMIT design students fused findings

course, many students saw sustainability as something

from their field visits to community gardens and co-housing

that only related to environmental impact and the choices

schemes, as well as other research material, such as pop

of materials they could make in their design projects.

cultural references and other trends in youth culture demon-

Others saw sustainability as a triple bottom line business

strated a high level of critical analysis into the issue and into

model, unrelated to communication design. However, the

Oxfam’s work with communities around the world.

various class activities, lectures, critique, feedback, group
discussions and design explorations, the students were

Notably what stood out from the RMIT project that has not

able to gain a deeper understanding of sustainability and

been evident in previous years was the way in which the stu-

relate it to immaterial aspects of communication. In this

dents integrated the community as integral to their projects.

way they were able to see the impact that their commu-

In turn the projects showed longevity and relevance to the

nication strategies can have in broader society and begin

context and communities that climate change effects. This

carving out a design practice that foregrounds sustaina-

has been a significant difference and shift in thinking about

bility more strongly.

the role of design as an agent of social change. As a whole,
the student projects were well thought out and showed
great integrity for the issue. I felt that the students produced

In previous tertiary design courses I have

creative and provocative tactics to address the issue of

completed, sustainability was looked upon

climate change and food security. Moreover the projects and

with barely the depth of the TBL theory,

teaching methodologies developed [through the RMIT LTfS

where it was suggested the most we could

project] has expanded Oxfam’s understanding of the issue

do as designers was to use recycled paper

and has helped us to rethink how we communicate with

and vegetable inks. Through the six spheres

youth audiences on the issue of climate change and food

I have begun to understand the wider effects

justices. … The emphasis on research, data visualization and

of sustainable design. Particularly through

design thinking provided students with concrete methods to

the new three areas, my understanding has

work with. From my point of view, working with this class has

broadened from looking at being sustainable

mapped out new space for the program to develop. I think

as a purely physical/product based ideology

that in Oxfam, and this is true of most other NGOs, the design

to including a deeper, human meaning and

voice is often sidelined or viewed as a transaction between

connectedness of life and design choices,

client and designer, and to make things look attractive.

actions and thoughts. (Aaron: Student)

RMIT has challenged that relationship in a positive way and
compels Oxfam to work better with the design community.
… In response we have looked to integrate some of the key
learning and teaching methodologies into Oxfam’s work on
climate change and food security.”

Learning and Teaching Designing Re-Connectedness

a) As professional designers the students reported an
expansion of their understanding of sustainability that

The following section is a summary and reflection of the

go beyond industrial models (industrial technologies, ‘the

potential contribution and limitation of the six-sphere

free market’, consumerism, top-down forms of govern-

framework in Designing Re-connectedness in Learning and

ment) towards including the realities of the post-industrial

Teaching for Sustainability.

world. The framework puts a series of design theories into
dialogue with sustainability, allowing students to have a
general understanding of how sustainability is approached

‘Designing Future Designers’

by diverse design scholars and professional practitioners
of different design fields.

In the context of design education in industrial and communication design where the legacy of industrialization,

b) Students recognized that sustainability is something in-

product-centred orientation and promotion of consump-

trinsic to their own ways of life and their everyday practice.

tion still remains strong, the two courses evaluated here

‘In personal terms they reported a sense of self-aware-

indicates potential to help shift the emphasis towards a

ness (personal realization) of their place in the world’. The

post-industrial paradigm. Both courses share commonal-

framework enabled them to understand the relationship

ities of exposing students to niche trends and emerging

of different dimensions of human society (i.e. the six

social movements in Australia and overseas, and the six-

spheres) with sustainability.

sphere framework aided the students’ ability to critically
analyse, identify patterns and reflexively consider a variety

However, there are some limitations to the six-spheres

of design interventions that are already being undertaken

framework in the way it may appear as a neat and ordered

and / or could potentially be pursued. In considering such

world-view of how sustainability should be considered.

design interventions, the six-sphere framework works in a

It may over-emphasise cognitive, rational and academic

way that keep the social, environmental, economical, tech-

perspectives over emotional, sensorial and ontological

nological, political and spiritual dimensions in view instead

dimensions that are also part of life and living. Emotional

of isolating them as separate. The complexity of such

turmoil that many students encountered when grappling

challenge necessitates the student to carefully step into

with change, transformation and concerns for the world’s

such configurations to determine what to disarrange, dis-

future are arguably neglected, and does not feature in the

rupt or invent anew through designing. It further reminds

framework. In other words, its abstraction is its utility as

them that they are already entangled within these spheres

well as its shortfall. Contradictions, confusion and conflict

of influence, and therefore cannot introduce design ex-

are common in reality, and this ‘mess’ of everyday life is

ternally or objectively without being implicated in the pro-

not reflected in the perfect circles and straight lines of

cess. Negotiating this complexity helps to re-frame design

the visual diagram. How to determine and understand

from ‘problem-solving’ or ‘problem-stating’ acts that starts

‘better’ outcomes became paradoxical questions in class,

at one point and end at another, controlled and evidenced

including a critique of the dualism between sustainability

in place with a clear (external) origin and a linear progres-

and unsustainability when they are discussed as fixed

sion towards an end goal. For many students, they were

states. The diagram also inadvertently implied that all

able to understand and locate ‘their own possible points

the six-spheres were equal in relation and proportion, and

of design intervention’ and see how learning, through de-

some students took this as literal representations of sus-

signing is ‘an inward movement of change rather than an

tainability. This abstracted view of ‘equal’ and ‘balanced’

external one of changing systems, products or behaviours’

representation is problematic in ecological literature as it

(Akama et al. 2015, 22). This ‘inward movement’ and the

implies a fixed stasis instead of flow, growth and move-

self-positioning of students is evidenced through their

ment of competing and resisting entities, reinforcing para-

reflection in professional and personal ways:

digms of design as order and control. Lastly, temporal and
time-spatial dimensions that are also critical to consider in
sustainability are also missing from this framework. This
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omission could further reinforce design’s obsession with
newness, ephemerality and short sightedness. Taken all
together, these shortfalls will be reviewed and revised to
propose alternate propositions for further consideration.
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2) Description and findings
from CityLab Studio
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Fig. 13: A photo of one of the prototyping workshop with citizens, experts and professionals

2) Description and findings from
CityLab Studio

The term ‘sustainability’ was inferred but not used deliberately in the course to avoid the usual assumptions and
confusion. Instead, the studio focused on ‘low-carbon,
human-centred futures’ and encouraged students to

The CityLab studio is a vertically-integrated studio (i.e. 2nd

investigate what this meant, what initiatives are currently

and 3rd years elected subject) offered in the Communica-

being undertaken in Australia and internationally, and

tion Design program in Semester 2, 2015. The curriculum

explore their own responses to it, especially through

was developed by Dr. Yoko Akama and Tania Ivanka in

designing. Furthermore, design was emphasised not as

partnership with Dr. Idil Gaziulusoy from the Victorian

a product or a visual artefact, but a process that included

Eco-innovation Lab (VEIL) and Matthew Wilcox at CityLab,

research, ideation, iteration and prototyping with other

City of Melbourne. It is a Work Integrated Learning (WIL)

people’s involvement.

course to incorporate ‘real world’ contexts in industry and
social concerns in the student learning experience. The

In the early stages of the studio, the students were

studio proposed a vision of Melbourne in 2040 that was

introduced to designing participatory methods through

hotter, more crowded but that had adapted to climate

hands-on workshops, lectures and on-line media, building

change. With this in mind, the students were asked to

on examples and current application of the use of par-

‘design a participatory, human-centred method that will

ticipatory methods in local governance as well as in the

effectively engage residents on a chosen issue’ related

design of services and infrastructure for cities. Through

to low carbon, localised and digital networked futures in

guest lectures by Matthew Wilcox and Idil Gaziulusoy, the

Melbourne. This is in contrast to designing a product or a

students were also exposed to context of city services

finished piece of work, as a resolution to a problem.

and infrastructure, models of governance that use participation as a core principle and future visions, scenarios
and pathways for a low-carbon, resilient city. For the ma-

There is more to design. I never thought you

jority of students, these concepts and approaches were

could consider this design and has opened

entirely novel and fell outside of their ideas of what consti-

my eyes a lot (Marc: Student)

tutes design and what can be considered as ‘work’ for

designers. In order to support their learning, the lectures

futures. Almost half of the participants were people they

immersed them in workshops, exercises, examples of and

interviewed, and this enabled the interviewees to guide

access to professionals who have first-hand experience in

and have further input into the issues the students were

using these methods in their professional practice.

attempting to address. After each workshop, the students
analysed and critiqued the feedback and outcomes of

When developing my prototype, I had to do

their participatory methods. This included the quality of

a lot of research to understand my issue

the engagement, data gathered, clarity of the issue being

and come up with ideas. This helped me to

discussed and the efficacy of their prototype in relation to

understand and get insights about the food

its application. With this analysis in mind, students con-

sourcing process + when testing my prototype

tinued to iterate their prototype, produce a final video of

I was able to back up my research because of

the developmental and participatory process and reflect

previous knowledge. (Erika: Student)

on what they had learnt through this studio.

For the development of their participatory methods,

All students found the studio difficult to understand,

students chose an issue, context or area of interest on

owing to their lack of experience and conceptualisation of

low-carbon, human-centred and future models of local

designing a participatory method, as opposed to design-

governance with future city services and infrastructure.

ing a solution to the real-world issues they encountered.

They were allocated twelve people to interview, selected

However, through encouragement and input from the

based on their roles, experience, knowledge, professional

lecturers and the workshop participants, many began to

or personal interests in low-carbon, human-centred fu-

understand the learning outcomes of the course and de-

tures. For many, this interview and exposure to real-world

velop core design skills in human-centred approach and

concerns became a catalyst and motivation to pursue a

engagement. The quotes by the students describe how

particular issue through the development of their partici-

their understanding of design has changed:

patory method.
A changing point for me was when interview-

After prototyping for the first time, I came to

ing Darren Sharp (from City of Yarra) who pro-

understand we are really designing a method,

vided me with insights and inspiring situation

not a solution. This studio has made me real-

of developing cities. (Harry: Student)

ise that design can contribute to all aspects
of life, to all industries, and is not limited to
visual work. (Mary: Student)

In this way each student’s participatory prototype was
focused towards engaging citizens with governance
issues around a particular issue relevant to the context
being explored. The issues varied from waste (industrial,

The start of Assessment 2, when we had

packaging, food and the re-purposing of ‘hard rubbish’),

to find an issues to work with and come up

low-carbon mobility, public transport, green infrastructure,

with a prototype that helps build insights

renewable energy, urban planning, energy consumption

and support the issue - realising that it’s

and resource sharing. Through research and interviews

not about solving the issue or problem, but

the students gained the knowledge to develop their first

the process and development that will help

iteration of the their participatory prototypes (Fig. 13).

support solving the issue. Yes, design is not
just the creative, graphic design that we are

These initial prototypes were tested over several work-

used to, but design could also be human-cen-

shops. Students brought their participatory methods

tred design, service design, future design,

and engaged various citizens who were experts, pro-

designing for humans and its environment.

fessionals or academics with an interest in low-carbon

(Anita: Student)
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Studio Knowledge Objects (SKO) is the last assessment
and final submission for the studio. This consisted of two
parts, a journey map that visualised their experience of
the semester, and written self-reflection document about
what they had learnt. The following are quotes and imagYes, this course has made me realise that de-

es from a selection of SKOs that were insightful in their

sign isn’t just solving problems, but can also

descriptions of the experience of the studio. The images

be looking at exploring issues and working

are snapshots or crops from the journey map submission.

with others to codesign possible solutions

The quotes and images were selected by the student’s

[...]. (Michael: Student)

description of the work that they undertook in the studio,
how they saw their practice as a designer changed, how
their engagement with the themes of the studio increased
or how their knowledge developed through the studio.

Studio Knowledge Object: Visual Learning Journey Map by Harry Jones

I was inspired to tackle the issue of waste
after interviewing Darren Sharp. Sharp’s work
is at the intersection of working with local
government, community development and
research. Design thinking informs a lot of
Darren’s research through designing for visibility and amplifying in weak signals. Sharp
provided me with knowledge of active participatory methods being used to develop more
sustainable communities. (Harry: Student)

Studio Knowledge Object: Visual Learning Journey Map by Michael Santos

Emerging fields such as this studio demonstrate that designers can now act as facilitators, and design the methods that stakeholders interact with to work through, and explore
complex problems while at the same time
not necessarily solving everything in the end.
(Michael: Student)
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Studio Knowledge Object: Visual Learning Journey Map by Carlotta Solari

What I found truly fantastic was that we were
given the opportunity to interview and test
our methods on “real people”. This really
forced everyone to step up their game as it
added a layer of importance and seriousness to the project. Through the help of our
outside participants I learnt many things. The
first was that when interviewing someone it
is vital to have a considerable understanding

Being able to take elements of service design

of the subject being discussed. I also learnt

and create systems that allow for people

something very important and that is that it is

involved to interact in a way that addresses a

good to have faith in one’s creations, espe-

topic while simultaneously generating materi-

cially when presenting them to an audience.

al for future development is paramount. Giv-

(Carlotta: Student)

ing participants the ability to speculate within
this process helps to inquire into possibility
and increase the odds of achieving desirable
futures. (Galen: Student)

A major element of how I have changed as a
designer revolve[s] around removing myself
from the headspace of the final solution and
breaking down the importance of the process/method. (Galen: Student)

Studio Knowledge Object: Visual Learning Journey Map by Natasha Taylor-Leech

The testing phase of my prototype proved to
be an essential part of my development as a
designer. (Natasha: Student)

Studio Knowledge Object: Visual Learning Journey Map by Galen Strachan
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Increased agency as design facilitators, not problem-

agency as designers in addressing the issues they were

solvers

researching and how they could facilitate citizen engagement and governance towards low-carbon futures. After

Analysis of student feedback and their SKO demonstrates

the first workshop their level of interest and engagement

how students’ understanding of design and their role as

transformed because the issues became ‘real’ and very

designers had shifted, indicating that citizen participation

tangible to them. Frequent first-hand contact with citizens,

and iterative engagement was instrumental to their learning

experts and professionals also assisted this process, trans-

outcome. While sustainability is still a contested term and

forming their understanding of governance, which was alien,

nebulous for students to understand, the re-framing of the

banal and remote, to an activity they saw as important to

issue as ‘low-carbon, human-centred futures’ retained sim-

human-centred futures and one they can have a role in. This

ilar complexity. Instead of using the six-sphere framework

tangibility and realism heightened their awareness, motiva-

as an abstract concept to grapple with this complexity, the

tion and obligation.

approach taken in this subject somewhat forced students
to respond by firstly acknowledging that they cannot solve

For Learning and Teaching for Sustainability, this subject

a complex issue, and by letting go of this desire, to embark

provided invaluable insights in ways to incorporate sustain-

on designing a participatory method that can invite other

ability into design education. Outcomes and methods from

people (such as citizens) to engage and contribute. This

this subject will be shared with fellow design educators (eg.

enabled the students to side-step a common feeling of

through DESIS-Lab Melbourne website) as a way to facilitate

disempowerment, ‘what can I do’, and instead, realise their

transference of knowledge and generate further discussion.

agency as design facilitators and fellow-citizens in tackling
large-scale issues collaboratively with other people. The students were able to understand the task in this course, their

Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability Lab Melbourne: http://desis-lab.org/citylab-studio/

2) Workshop with design
educators in Melbourne
and Sydney

Fig. 14: Various design educators at a workshop in Melbourne and Sydney. Photos by Robert Eales and Yoko Akama
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Several workshops were held in Melbourne and Sydney to
capture a greater number of design educators and gather
information about approaches to teaching sustainability, compare how it was taught across various design
programs in various institutions and how this intersected
with L&T practice and the professional and personal practice of the educators.
Invitations for the workshops were sent to a variety of
institutions including RMIT University, Swinburne University, University of Melbourne, Monash University,
UNSW, University of Western Sydney, and University of
Technology Sydney. The list of participants was compiled

List of attendees (Melbourne and Sydney)

by searching through on-line course guides, institutional
program websites and professional networks. The par-

Sasha Abram, Interdisciplinary Design Studies (casual

ticipants were self-selected, based on their interest in the

academic, University of Technology Sydney) and Service

themes outlined in the invitation and the dates available

Designer (Meld Studios)

to participate in the workshop.

Yoko Akama, Communication Design, School of Media
and Communication, RMIT University

At the Melbourne workshop, each participant presented

Jess Bird, Industrial Design, Victorian Eco-Innovation Lab,

two examples of approaches or outcomes relating to

University of Melbourne

teaching for sustainability. One example was of a suc-

Karina Clarke, Design, Faculty of Art & Design, University

cessful approach or outcome and the other an unsuc-

of NSW

cessful approach or outcome. In the Sydney workshop,

Alexandra Crosby, Interdisciplinary Design Studies,

the participants wrote an abstract on issues related to

University of Technology Sydney

teaching sustainability in design prior to the workshop,

Robert Eales, Industrial Design (casual academic), RMIT

and the salient and overlapping themes were then shared

University and Monash University

and discussed. The following section summarises these

Dena Fam, Institute for Sustainable Futures, University of

themes and salient topics of discussion that resonated

Technology Sydney

across the group.

Alison Gill, Design, School of Humanities and Communication Arts, Western Sydney University
Jacqueline Gothe,Visual Communication Design, Univer-

Structure and Models

sity of Technology Sydney
Abby Mellick Lopes, Design, School of Humanities and

Many identified the importance of structures and models

Communication Arts, Western Sydney University

for their teaching. Structure refers to the logistical plan-

Mark Richardson, Industrial Design, Monash University

ning of teaching. When developing a curriculum around

Tania Splawa-Neyman, Fashion Design, School of Fash-

sustainability, structure became evident in the week-by-

ion & Textiles, RMIT University

week tasks such as in-class exercises working with and

Mark Strachan, System and Services and Product Design

making through materials; activities like field trips where

Engineering, Swinburne University

students engaged with site-specific issues (see Fig. 15

Ben Stranieri, Fashion Merchandising, RMIT University

for example); provision of information through various

Mark Titmarsh, Interdisciplinary Studies, University of

lectures on theory and discourses on sustainability; and

Technology Sydney

these were orchestrated around learning outcomes and

Tida Tippapart, Hatchery, The Creative Intelligence and

assessments. Classes were often studio-based, where

Innovation at University of Technology Sydney

students undertook hands-on-learning in class. This

ranged from pulling apart old printers to extract the mate-

design, where materials discarded commonly as waste

rials to make new designs, as a way of engaging students

(eg. billboard vinyl) could be re-used and re-purposed to

in sustainable practice, or creating garments to wear out

make something else. His ‘upcycling’ approach formed

of waste. Partnership with industry or external organisa-

an integral component to his teaching where students

tions often created specific structures where students

learnt through experimentation the complexity of indus-

responded to ‘client’ briefs and presented work-in-pro-

trial waste and the creative interventions that could be

gress to them. Structures were more visible, obvious and

made to divert materials that usually end up in landfill.

made explicit, giving tangible detail to what lecturers and

Others described theoretical frameworks that informed

students undertook together.

their research practice. For example, Jacqueline Gothe
described how her participatory approach was informed
by transdisciplinary theory (Nicolescu 2002; Max-Neef
2004), feminism and the deep ecology movement
(Spretnak 1997) post-colonial approaches to knowledge
creation framed from an Indigenous perspective (Smith
1998) and the project of sustainment (Fry 2009).
• Models were used to explain sustainability to students.
For example, Ben Stranieri used “People with Nature
Model” (González et. al. 2008) that incorporated the
Planetary Boundaries model (Rockstrom et. al. 2009)
and Kate Raworth’s Doughnut model for Social Systems
(Raworth, 2012) to introduce students to the ideas of

Fig. 15: Day trips, overnight, return trips. Immersing students in context, engaging with

natural and social capital. The six-spheres of sustaina-

stakeholders. From Jess Bird’s presentation. Credit: J Bird

bility framework (Akama et al 2015) addressed holistic
inter-connectedness of politics, economics, technology,
social, environmental and spiritual dimensions of sus-

Model refers to conceptual models that lecturers use in

tainability. It was also used for reflective, critical analysis

teaching the courses (See Figs 16). Models differ from

of existing case studies and the design propositions that

structure in that they are used as a conceptual framework

the students were creating in Yoko Akama and Tania

for teaching sustainability whereas structure, as outlined

Ivanka’s class.

above, tends to refer to how the course is delivered over
a semester. Models are always present and informed the

• Some educators were reticent with theory and models.

design of a curriculum, however they may not always be

For example Karina Clarke said, “Sustainability for me

explicit or known to either the lecturer or to the students.

follows many of the writings of Manzini and Faud Luke.

It was evident from the workshop discussion that models

I believe the best way to teach sustainability is to make

are important to the design and the delivery of cours-

it real beyond the abstraction of life cycles which can

es that engage with sustainability for design students

be excellent teaching tools but fail to put the students

whether these are explicit or not.

in a position of engagement.” Sasha Abram agrees with
the need to expose students to various writers and

Models featured in various ways in teaching design

thought-leaders to open up different ways of practice,

students:

and she is also critical of theory-led education because
“students rarely have an opportunity to apply and

• Models informed the lecturer’s personal understanding

integrate what they learn theoretically into their design

or became a framework for their research practice. For

practice. This means that Sustainability is relegated to

example, ‘upcycling’ was a framework used by Mark

material choices and life-cycle assessments in discipli-

Richardson, utilised in his own practice in product

nary silos”
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Many agreed with the importance of theory, models and

Values – care, respect, empathy, reciprocity,

frameworks that can guide and structure how sustain-

responsibility, empowerment

ability can be taught, but also emphasised the need to
explain, share and pass them on to students so they, in

The lecturers’ and students’ values were strongly

turn, have the opportunity to develop new models and

acknowledged as an important aspect of teaching and

theory. Sometimes, ideas or approaches to teaching

learning sustainability. During the workshop partici-

sustainability may have emerged from the lecturer’s own

pants discussed how their own values, as they relate to

practice, developed using non-codified language and not

sustainability, drive their teaching of sustainability-fo-

positioned within a discourse. This can often happen

cused courses to design students. For many, their own

when novel and innovative approaches are experimented

values evolved and developed through their research and

and prototyped in class, breaking new ground. This re-

design practice, and these became the starting point

quires the lecturers to use reflective practice as a way to

of the courses they taught. The models they used in

generate initial conceptualisations and make their implicit

developing and delivering the courses were an extension

understanding explicit.

of these values. Karina Clarke states: “We can look deeply
into our surroundings, and think creatively about pathways towards a more optimistic future. But to achieve
empathy and respect, and to balance dependence on our
environment, we must first work on our relationships - to
each other, and our environment. Getting students to see
themselves within the big picture is paramount. Secondly
to empower them to find solutions is the next step.” Jacqueline Gothe similarly shared her orientation to design,
informed by her participation in Indigenous-led projects
where “respect, responsibility, recognition and reciprocity
are primary concerns”. These values shape her research,
design, teaching and creative practices. Sasha Abram
described that her priority in her teaching is to nurture
students “to become ethical designers (and citizens) by
enabling them to better understand the inherent power
that is embedded in being a designer and to approach
this responsibility with both empathy and humility.”
Sometimes values are not made explicit to students but
communicated tacitly and through embodiment. Tania
Splawa-Neyman shared her studio teaching practice by
Fig. 16: Models used in Ben

describing how she guides students to care and have

Stranieri’s course. People with

empathy for the materials (cow-hide) they were using to

Nature (González et. al. 2008),

design apparels. Students investigated the ‘life’ of leather

Planetary Boundaries (Rock-

before it became a material. This made them empa-

strom et. al. 2009), Doughnut

thetically connected, increased the preciousness of the

model for Social Systems

material and affected how they used it in their designs, to

(Raworth, 2012).

the point that some struggled to make incisions into the
leather. Her values of care and empathy transferred to the
students through this embodied experience.

However, other lecturers were cautious about philosophy

extended towards their development as a designer. Abby

that were lecturer-centred and how this might become

Mellick Lopes described a project called My Stuff Diary

embedded and implied in studio briefs. As a way to assist

that documents everything student buys, touches and

the students’ critical and reflexive thinking, Abby Mellick

discards, as a way to sensitise their awareness. How-

Lopes asks the students to write a ‘return brief’ to shift

ever, Tida Tippapart was concerned about the students

them “out of the domain of merely servicing the client (or

becoming “too bogged down by the complexity of the

teacher), to analysing the design brief as a document that

issue” and the need to guide them through a process of

demonstrates a set of assumptions about practical con-

change and transformation themselves.

siderations as well as needs, values and desires.” Many
echoed the need for students to question, critique and

• Agency of design / designer: all educators expressed

challenge instrumental, reductive, conservative and siloed

the need for students to become aware of their agency

thinking, which has unfortunately become embedded in

as designers in engaging with and designing for com-

majority of design education. Values more commonly

plex, unbounded issues such as sustainability. Alexandra

associated with design include effectiveness, growth,

Crosby identified that her “greatest obstacle is that stu-

consumption, productivity, clarity, precision, problem

dents often express a lack of agency. This is a block to

solving, convenience, and all educators expressed deep

engaging with the world, let alone changing it.” The point

concern with the embedded instrumentalism of conven-

established above, through personal engagement, was

tional, commercial design practices. Instead, other values

a way in which to overcome this obstacle. With regards

already discussed and more, such as curiosity, slowness,

to agency, non-human agency (including materiality,

compassion and playfulness also emerged as featuring in

objects, systems and sentient beings) were also consid-

many educator’s teaching. These values were foreground-

ered just as important to foreground inter-connected-

ed and pursued because they were considered as periph-

ness in the broader ecology.

eral, unimportant or ignored in most design courses.
• Future design practice: through application of models,
approaches and methods, students were encouraged

Student transformation

to experiment with alternative practises that challenged
consumption and disconnection. Many educators like

Whilst most teaching aimed for some level of transfor-

Yoko Akama, Tania Splawa-Neyman and Mark Richard-

mation of students’ knowledge, skills and practice, many

son introduced models, frameworks and methods with

educators observed how incremental changes and under-

the aim for students to adopt, incorporate and develop

standing took place, starting from the students’ personal

new approaches as they transitioned into professional

positioning towards the kinds of professional designer

designers. Similarly, Alexandra Crosby teaches specific

they aspired to become. Transformation was not taken as

methods for future-oriented design thinking to develop

immediate or made visible explicitly, and many expressed

critical and holistic approaches to environmental issues.

the desire for students to continue their trajectory of
learning and awareness of inter-relatedness through lifelong-learning.
The following transformation types were identified and
discussed:
• Personal engagement: all the educators described the
importance of engaging students on a personal level
with issues on sustainability, and take ownership of the
problems for themselves. This was identified as the
first critical mechanism for student learning to then be
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Fig. 17. Materiality: working with waste plastic in Tania Splawa-Neyman’s course.
Credit: T Splawa-Neyman

Material + Immateriality

means in its unconscious uses; and Abbey Mellick Lopes
on Funny Dunny project that engaged students in issue

The material and immaterial presented itself as a tension

around ‘peak phosphorus’ and waterborne sanitation.

in the workshop discussion. Some lecturers were focused
on reducing consumption and environmental impact,

Those who favoured a material approach expressed the

which was directly related to the lifecycle of artefacts

challenges surrounding sustainability when it becomes

(Fig. 17). However, as design is, and has been centrally

too theoretical, abstract, technical or scientific, or what

tied to making things, others were attempting to move

some called, too much ‘doom and gloom’. These became

away from materiality to address intangible, systemic is-

barriers to teaching students, potentially disengaging and

sues, such as communication, relationships, politics and

disempowering them, and the issues of sustainability can

values. These tensions are present in current discourses

become ‘immaterial to students’, that is, not important or

in service design, participatory design and design for

significant.

social innovation, and will persist as a productive friction,
inherent to design.

On the other hand, those who addressed the immateriality
of design used other strategies for connection, immedi-

Participants who used materiality as a core vehicle to

acy and tangibility. For example, Jess Bird took students

their teaching aimed for immediacy, tangibility and a

on field trips and revisited sites as a way to immerse in

sense of realism for students. This became a way to pro-

broader ecologies that design was intervening in (Fig. 15).

vide a concrete foothold and create boundaries around a

Ben Stranieri emphasised sustainable logistics through

complex, nebulous concept like sustainability. Directing

familiar brands like Country Road and Sportsgirl to assist

students to focus on a ‘bounded component’ enabled lec-

students question how these garments impact social

turers to scaffold it with models and approaches that po-

and planetary systems. Yoko Akama and Tania Ivanka fo-

sitioned it in a broader context. Examples were shared by

cused their teaching on designing participatory methods

Mark Titmarsh on the ubiquity of plastics in daily practice

of engagement for students to understand governance

and how design activism can explore what sustainability

and citizen participation for low-carbon futures.

Sustainability or sustainment?
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